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SUMMARY
Long-range gene editing by homology-directed repair (HDR) in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs)
often relies on viral transduction with recombinant adeno-associated viral vector (AAV) for template delivery.
Here, we uncover unexpected load and prolonged persistence of AAV genomes and their fragments, which
trigger sustained p53-mediated DNA damage response (DDR) upon recruiting the MRE11-RAD50-NBS1
(MRN) complex on the AAV inverted terminal repeats (ITRs). Accrual of viral DNA in cell-cycle-arrested
HSPCs led to its frequent integration, predominantly in the form of transcriptionally competent ITRs, at
nuclease on- and off-target sites. Optimized delivery of integrase-defective lentiviral vector (IDLV) induced
lower DNA load and less persistent DDR, improving clonogenic capacity and editing efficiency in long-
term repopulating HSPCs. Because insertions of viral DNA fragments are less frequent with IDLV, its choice
for template delivery mitigates the adverse impact and genotoxic burden of HDR editing and should facilitate
its clinical translation in HSPC gene therapy.
INTRODUCTION

Programmable nucleases enable editing by inducing site-spe-

cific DNA double-strand break (DSB) (Doudna, 2020). DSB repair

occurs by non-homologous or microhomology-mediated end

joining (NHEJ or MMEJ) or by high-fidelity HDR, a mechanism

active in S/G2 cell cycle phases, which can exploit an exogenous

template to introduce new sequences of interest. Although

induction of DSBs triggers a detrimental p53-mediated DNA

damage response (DDR) and impacts genome integrity, HDR-

based editing remains the best-performing strategy to achieve

long-range editing (Naldini, 2019). HDR, however, is constrained

in long-term repopulating (LT)-HSPCs by the requirement for cell

cycle progression (Filippo et al., 2008) and efficient template de-

livery. So far, recombinant AAV2/6 has been the preferred tem-

plate vector in human HSPCs (Dever et al., 2016; Kuo et al.,

2018; Rai et al., 2020; Schiroli et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015).
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However, we reported that concomitant exposure of HSPCs to

DSB and AAV2/6 leads to robust DDR, reducing repopulation

potential and graft clonal diversity in transplanted hematochi-

meric mice (Ferrari et al., 2020; Pattabhi et al., 2019; Pavani

et al., 2020; Romero et al., 2019; Schiroli et al., 2019). Transient

expression of a dominant-negative p53 mutant protein (GSE56)

dampens DDR and rescues in part its adverse impact (Ferrari

et al., 2020). Whether an alternative delivery platform or further

engineering of AAV can mitigate the vector-induced DDR is

unknown.

Until now, investigation of the potential source of genotoxicity

during gene editing mainly focused on off-target nuclease activ-

ity and the occurrence of genomic rearrangements at the target

site (Adikusuma et al., 2018; Boutin et al., 2021; Kosicki et al.,

2018; Lattanzi et al., 2021; Leibowitz et al., 2021; Nahmad

et al., 2022; Turchiano et al., 2021). The genotoxic risk ascribed

to DNA template delivery, its persistence, and its integration in
hor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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edited cells (Colella et al., 2018; Penaud-Budloo et al., 2018;

Schnödt and B€uning, 2017) remains poorly investigated, espe-

cially for HSPCs. Most studies of AAV-based gene therapy

have shown good safety profile (Kuzmin et al., 2021) except for

severe hepatotoxicity in patients treated with high systemic vec-

tor doses (Mullard, 2021) and neurotoxicity in some non-human

primates (NHPs) (Keiser et al., 2021; Sondhi et al., 2020),

although the pathogenesis of these adverse effects remains to

be clarified. Several studies also reported integration of frag-

mented or full-length AAV DNA in the genome of transduced

cells (Dalwadi et al., 2021a; Gil-Farina et al., 2016; Inagaki

et al., 2008; Kaeppel et al., 2013; McCarty et al., 2004; Miller

et al., 2004; Nakai et al., 1999, 2003, 2005; Schultz and Cham-

berlain, 2008). Insertions near cancer genes were associated

to development of hepatocellular carcinoma in some mouse

models and clonal expansion of hepatocytes in dogs (Dalwadi

et al., 2021b; Ferla et al., 2021; Nguyen et al., 2021; Rosas

et al., 2012; Walia et al., 2015). Nuclease expression by AAV

was shown to promote efficient integration of AAV DNA at the

nuclease on-/off-target sites (Hanlon et al., 2019; Nelson

et al., 2019).

Here, we assessed the impact of single-strand (ss) AAV2/6

and other AAV genome forms on the fitness and genome integ-

rity of edited human HSPCs and explored the use of IDLV as

alternative platform for template delivery.

RESULTS

The AAV genome induces p53-dependent DDR
constraining the hematopoietic graft
We performed HDR-based gene editing in human HSPCs by tar-

geting the AAVS1 safe harbor (Lombardo et al., 2011) with Cas9

ribonucleoprotein (RNP) and a highly specific (HS) guide RNA

(gRNA) (Schiroli et al., 2019). Cells were then transduced with

CsCl purified ssAAV2/6 carrying homologies for AAVS1 and the

green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressed by the human phos-

phoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter (Figure 1A). Each compo-

nent of the procedure contributed to p53 activation, asmeasured

by CDKN1A (p21) induction, which delayed cell growth and

decreased HSPC clonogenic potential (Figures S1A–S1D).

ssAAV2/6 was the main culprit of toxicity. Incremental ssAAV2/

6 doses progressively increased editing in bulk and the most

primitive HSPCs (CD34+CD133+CD90+) from cord blood (CB)

or mobilized peripheral blood (mPB), at the expense of exacer-

bated p53 activation (Figures 1B, 1C, S1E, and S1F), which

reduced clonogenic potential (Figure 1D) and repopulation in

transplantedmice (Figures1E, 1F,S1G,andS1H). Theproportion

of edited cells within the graft was higher early after reconstitu-

tion, likely reflecting higher permissiveness to HDR editing of

short-term repopulating cells. Purification of ssAAV2/6 by im-

mune-affinity chromatography did not improve the editing proto-

col (Figures S1I–S1O; Table S1). The AAV DNA was responsible

for p53 triggering, as shown by comparing HSPCs edited in the

presence of ‘‘empty’’ or ‘‘full’’ AAV particles (Figures 1G–1K,

S1I, S1J, and S1P–S1S). Editing multiple sites with different

AAV constructs sharing the same AAV2 ITRs but different cargos

(Figure S1T) showed similar p21 induction, cumulative with that

induced by RNP (Figure 1L), pointing to the ITRs as responsible

for DDR activation.
AAV ITRs are the main culprit of p53 activation via MRN
complex in edited HSPCs
Editing with ssAAV5/6, whose ITR sequences evolutionary

diverged along the AAV phylogenic tree (Gao et al., 2004) and

contain fewer putative p53 binding sites (Figure S2A), resulted

in similar p21 induction and clonogenic potential, at comparable

editing efficiency, as with ssAAV2/6 (Figure S2B–S2F), suggest-

ing that common structural features of AAV ITRs were respon-

sible for DDR.

We then compared ss- with self-complementary (sc)-AAV2/6,

which is encapsidated as double-strand genome folded at an

intervening ITR sequence (Figure S2G) and found equal editing

efficiencies (Figures 2A, S2H, and S2I), as also previously re-

ported (Bak et al., 2018), but exacerbated p21 induction, dras-

tically impairing cell growth and clonogenicity (Figures 2B, 2C,

and S2J). Quantification of AAV DNA, using different set of

probes along the genome (Figure 2D) showed substantial and

persistent amounts of AAV genomes in treated HSPCs, consis-

tent with robust induction of DDR which, in turn, by halting cell

proliferation, may prevent effective dilution of the episomal

DNA (Figure 2E). We also found DNA sequences from the

AAV plasmid E. coli replication origin (Figure S2K), although

at 10- to 30-fold lower abundance than the AAV genome, likely

due to reverse packaging of plasmid backbone in the viral par-

ticle (Chadeuf et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2022; Wright, 2008).

Intracellular AAV copies per human genome (CG) were on

average 10-fold higher and more persistent for sc- than ss-

AAV2/6, again in line with increased toxicity and the near

abrogation of engraftment of edited cells (Figures 2E–2G).

Targeted deep sequencing of AAVS1 in hematopoietic organs

of transplanted mice showed that full ssAAV2/6 particles

decreased indels diversity, and thus clonal complexity, in a

dose-dependent manner, which was exacerbated when using

scAAV2/6 (Figures 2H and S2L).

The MRN complex, which recognizes free DNA ends at DSB

and engages the repair machinery (Reginato and Cejka, 2020;

Wienert et al., 2019), binds the AAV ITR and lowers transgene

expression in transduced cells (Cervelli et al., 2008; Lentz and

Samulski, 2015; Zhou et al., 2017). Upon staining for the

MRN subunit NBS1, we found that the number of cells bearing

NBS1+ nuclear foci (di Micco et al., 2021) increased upon

RNP or ss-/sc-AAV2/6 treatments and was exacerbated

when combining both treatments (Figures 2I and S2M). We

then induced transient expression of Adenovirus serotype 5

(Ad5) proteins E1B55K and E4orf6 during editing, previously

shown to inhibit MRN activity by promoting MRE11 degrada-

tion (Blanchette et al., 2008). Although HDR efficiency was

similar among treatments (Figure 2J), the fraction and fluores-

cence intensity of GFP+ cells were higher upon editing in

the presence of both Ad5 proteins (Figures 2J–2L), in agree-

ment with previous reports (Chu et al., 2015). Ad5 proteins

decreased the percentage of NBS1+ cells in samples treated

with RNP and AAV (Figure 2I), which correlates with the nearly

abrogated induction of the p53 downstream effectors APO-

BEC3H (Figure 2M) and p21 (Ferrari et al., 2020), highlighting

a central role of MRN in triggering the AAV-dependent DDR.

However, MRN inhibition was highly detrimental for cell prolif-

eration, likely due to interference with DNA repair (Figures S2N

and S2O).
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Figure 1. AAV DNA is the culprit of p53 activation

(A) Experimental workflow.

(B) Percentage of GFP+ human cord-blood (CB) HSPCs transduced with incremental ssAAV2/6 doses (viral genomes (vg)/cell) (n = 3). Median.

(C) Fold change expression of CDKN1A relative to untreated cells (UT) at 1 day (D) after editing (n = 4). Median.

(D) Number of colonies grown from treated HSPCs as indicated (n = 1, 3, 3, and 3). Median.

(E and F) Percentage of circulating hCD45+ (E) and GFP+ cells within the human graft (F) in mice transplanted with the outgrown progeny of starting-matched

limiting cell doses of CB (n = 9 and 10) or mPB (n = 5) HSPCs edited as indicated. Mean ± SEM, linear mixed effect model (LME) followed by post-hoc analysis;

results are shown for the last time point.

(G–I) Percentage of GFP+ cells within CB HSPC subpopulations (G), fold change expression of CDKN1A over time relative to UT (H), number of colonies grown

from HSPCs (I) after editing in the presence of ‘‘full’’ (53105 viral capsids/cell, equivalent to 2 3 104 vg/cell) or ‘‘empty’’ (5 3 107 viral capsids/cell) ssAAV2/6

particles (n = 3). Median.

(J and K) Percentage of circulating hCD45+ (J) and GFP+ cells within the human graft (K) in mice transplanted with the outgrown progeny of starting-matched

limiting cell doses of CB HSPCs edited as indicated (n = 9 and 10). Mean ± SEM, LME followed by post-hoc analysis for (J); results are shown for the last time

point. ‘‘RNP + Full’’ corresponds to ‘‘RNP + ssAAV2/6 (2 3 104)’’ in (E) and (F).

(L) Fold change expression of CDKN1A relative to UT at 1 day after AAVS1, IL2RG, or CD40L editing with the indicated treatments (n = 3). Median.

See also Figure S1.
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Nuclear entry of the viral genome was required for both

HDR and DDR sensing, as shown by the absence of AAV-

dependent increase in p21 response when editing with

ssAAV2/6 lacking VP1, which successfully enters cells but fails

nuclear translocation of the viral genome (François et al., 2018)

(Figures 2N–2P and S2P). AAV genome engineering by either

modified 30 and 50 AAV ITRs (deleted of the B-B’ and/or C-C’

reactive sequences) or mutated 30 ITR D-sequence (resulting

in encapsidation of single polarity [sp] genomes into the viral

capsid [Zhou et al., 2008]) did not mitigate p21 induction

despite showing similar ITR CG content (Figures 2N–2P, S2Q,

and S2R). Moreover, ITR-deleted AAVs were less efficient at

inducing HDR, suggesting lower proficiency at second strand
1430 Cell Stem Cell 29, 1428–1444, October 6, 2022
synthesis and making hardly possible to dissociate template

function from innate sensing.

Trapping of transcriptionally active AAV ITRs at
nuclease target site is an inadvertent consequence of
HDR editing
Deep sequencing of the edited AAVS1 highlighted the presence

of alleles carrying insertions of AAV sequences with variable

lengths (Figures 3A and S3A) in two thirds of mice receiving

HSPCs edited with full ssAAV2/6 particles (Figure 3B), account-

ing for up to 3% of the total allele diversity. Higher abundances

were found in mice from the scAAV group which, having the

lowest graft clonality, may show relative overrepresentation of
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Figure 2. AAV ITRs trigger p53 activation via MRN sensing

(A–C) Percentage of GFP+ cells within HSPC subpopulations (A, n = 7, Mann-Whitney test), fold change expression of CDKN1A over time relative to UT (B, n = 7,

LME followed by post-hoc analysis; results are shown for the last time point), number of colonies grown from HSPCs (C, n = 9, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s

multiple comparisons) after AAVS1 editing with the indicated AAVs. Median with 95% confidence interval (CI).

(D) Panel of digital droplet (dd) PCR probes tiling ss- and sc-AAV2/6 genomes (‘‘ITR,’’ ‘‘ITR+cargo,’’ and ‘‘GFP’’) and 30 AAVS1 vector-genome junction (‘‘30 TI’’ or
‘‘30 HDR’’).
(E) Intracellular CG of the indicated AAV features retrieved over time fromHSPCs editedwith two doses of ss- or sc-AAV2/6 (n = 3). See STARMethods for details.

Median.

(legend continued on next page)
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any contributing clone. More than 55% of inserted AAV

sequences aligned to ITRs, with prevalence of the 30 ITR

(Figures 3A and 3C). Interestingly, we often observed indels at

one or both genomic junctions, suggesting NHEJ- or MMEJ-

mediated trapping (Figure S3B). A minor subset of inserts map-

ped inside the transgene cassette adjacent to the proximal

portion of the homology arms, possibly reflecting aborted HDR

events (Figures 3A, 3C, and S3B). Trapping of AAV fragments

at AAVS1 was not detected in xenografts derived from HSPCs

only transduced with AAV (Figure S3C).

These findings were reproduced when analyzing 65 samples

from the long-term xenograft of mice belonging to four previ-

ously published experiments (Figures S3D and S3E), further

showing that inclusion of HDR editing enhancers (GSE56 and

the Adenovirus 5 E4orf6/7 protein) (Ferrari et al., 2020) did not in-

fluence the frequency or pattern of AAV fragments integrations at

the target site (Figures 3D, 3E, and S3F). Because the AAV donor

used in these experiments carried a barcoded sequence to allow

clonal tracking of edited cells, we proved the occurrence of cells

bearing aborted HDR events in the mouse graft by two indepen-

dent analyses (Figures S3F and S3G). We also found three trap-

ping events carrying sequences aligning to the human cellular

genome, two of which mapped to the q-arm of chromosome

19 (the same of AAVS1) (Figure 3E). Integration of DNA frag-

ments of AAV origin was confirmed in xenotransplanted human

HSPCs (Figures S3H and S3I) or T cells edited at CD40LG

(Figures S3J and S3K) from two previously published experi-

ments (Vavassori et al., 2021).

Putative transcriptional activity of AAV ITRs (Earley et al., 2020;

Haberman et al., 2000) might be of concern upon integration in

the human genome. To assess whether AAV2 ITRs have pro-

moter activity in human hematopoietic cells, we designed

ssAAV2/6 devoid of promoter and carrying GFP downstream of

either the 50 or the 30 ITR (FigureS3L). Transducedhumanprimary

hematopoietic cells showed detectable GFP expression peaking

48 h after transduction and progressively decreasing over time

(Figures 3F, 3G, S3M, and S3N). Successful amplification of the

spliced GFP transcript confirmed the presence of transcriptional

start site(s) upstream of the splicing donor site and therefore

within the ITR sequence (Figure 3H). When aligning sequencing

reads from transcriptomic analyses on edited CD4+ T cells, we

found low but consistent signal covering the non-coding region

within the AAV genome nearby the ITRs, supporting ITR-driven

transcription upon their integration (Figure S3O).
(F and G) Percentage of circulating hCD45+ (F) and GFP+ cells within the human

limiting cell doses of CB HSPCs edited as indicated (n = 5). Mean ± SEM, LME f

(H) Number of unique indels retrieved by deep sequencing AAVS1 in human spleno

quartiles. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons.

(I) Quantification of NBS1+ cells and distribution of the percentage of foci bearing c

or absence of E1B55K and E4orf6 (Ad5; n = 11, 7, 1, 6, 6, 2, 1, and 3).

(J) Percentage of HDR-edited alleles and GFP+ cells in CB HSPCs edited in the pr

Median.

(K) Representative fluorescence microscopy images from (J).

(L) GFP relative fluorescence intensity (RFI) over the ‘‘RNP + ssAAV2/6’’ conditio

(M) Fold change expression of APOBEC3H relative to UT 1 day after editing in e

(N) Percentage of HDR-edited alleles and GFP+ cells in mPB HSPCs edited with

(O) Intracellular CG of the indicated AAV features retrieved 1 day after treatment in

(P) Fold change expression of CDKN1A over time relative to UT from experimen

See also Figure S2.
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Overall, these findings reveal unanticipated editing outcomes

that may aggravate the genotoxic burden of AAV-based HDR

editing in primary hematopoietic cells, including LT-HSPCs.

Unbiased genome-wide analysis reveals AAV DNA
inserted at nuclease on- and off-target sites in
LT-HSPCs
We then developed a methodology for unbiased genome-wide

retrieval of AAV integration sites (IS), using several primers to

amplify junctions involving different portions of the AAV genome

(Figure 4A). Sequenced amplicons were analyzed by an ad-

hoc bioinformatics pipeline (Recombinant Adeno-Associated

Vector Integration analysis, RAAVIoli; STAR Methods and

Figure S4A).

We analyzed genomic DNA samples from bone marrow (BM)

and spleen of 33 mice transplanted with CB or mPB HSPCs edi-

ted at AAVS1 with RNP carrying a high (HS, from Figure 1J) or

low (LS) specificity gRNA and empty or full ssAAV template

(Figures S4B and S4C for CB cells) or treated with ssAAV alone

(Figures S4D and S4E for mPB). In the CB dataset, we identified

130 non-redundant IS, ranging from 1 to 11 unique IS permouse,

whereas no IS were retrieved from the empty AAV group (Fig-

ure 4B). Similar number of IS were identified in all other treatment

groups, whether differing for the AAV dose or guide, and among

the different PCR systems used for the amplification step

(Figures 4B andS4F). TheAAVS1 editing site was the preferential

target for integration accounting for 21% IS (Figures 4C and

S4G; Table 1; and Data Table S1). These IS tightly clustered

into the protospacer sequences targeted by the two different

gRNAs used, proving that AAV integration was promoted by

the nuclease-induced DSB (Figure 4D). Interestingly, among

the other IS identified at lower frequency, two of them, LAMC3

and LRR1, were also captured by in silico (Haeussler et al.,

2016) and GUIDE-Seq specificity analyses for the LS gRNA

(Data Table S2). AAV integrations at these sites occurred within

genomic regions homologous to the gRNA, proving their origin

from RNP off-target activity (Figure S4H). In addition, 3 indepen-

dent IS mapped to the PGK1 gene (Figures S4G and S4I), sug-

gesting that homology between the vector-contained and

cellular PGK1 promoter sequence might favor recombination

at this transcriptionally active locus. Corresponding findings

were obtained in the smaller mPB dataset, where we retrieved

AAVS1, PGK1, and BCL11A integrations in the RNP-treated

group. Remaining IS in both datasets, and those found in the
graft (G) in mice transplanted with the outgrown progeny of starting-matched

ollowed by post-hoc analysis; results are shown for the last time point.

cytes frommice in Figures 1E and 1J and in (F) (n = 9, 9, 10, and 5). Medianwith

ells over time fromHSPCs edited with the indicated treatments in the presence

esence or absence of E1B55K and/or E4orf6 (n = 3 for HDR and n = 4 for GFP).

n in bulk and primitive HSPCs from (J) (n = 3). Median.

xperiments from (J) (n = 4). Median.

different AAV variants as indicated (n = 3). Median.

HSPCs edited using different AAV variants (n = 3). See STARMethods.Median.

ts in (O) (n = 3). Median.
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Figure 3. Integration of AAV ITR fragments at the target site
(A) Heatmap showing alignment and normalized abundance (Log(counts per million, CPM)) of reads bearing integrated DNA fragments (lengthR 20 bp) across

the AAV genome for eachmouse from Figure 2H (n = 9, 9, 10, and 5). Untreated (UT) samples sequenced and analyzed in parallel are shown (n = 2). HA, homology

arms; PolyA, bovine growth hormone polyadenylation signal. The low signal in UT samples accounts for background noise of the analysis.

(legend continued on next page)
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AAV-only treated group, were unique and may thus represent in-

sertions at random spontaneous DNA breaks.

Nearly all integrations at AAVS1 and two predicted off-target

sites involved AAV ITRs, with prevalence of the 30 ITR (Figure 4E).

A more granular inspection identified some preferred nucleotide

breakpoints within the A–A’ and C–C’ loop regions of 30 ITR (Fig-

ure 4F), as previously reported (Hanlon et al., 2019; Nguyen et al.,

2021). More than half of AAV-containing clones were repre-

sented by >5 to nearly 100 genomes, implying their proliferation

and relevant contribution to the graft (Figure 4G).

A similar analysis was performed on 6 mice repopulated with

BM HSPCs edited at the intron 1 of RAG1 (Figures 4A, S4B,

and S4J), using a promoter-less codon-optimized RAG1

sequence as template delivered by ssAAV, modeling correction

of mutant alleles causing primary immunodeficiency. The

RAAVIoli platform identified 32 unique AAV IS, 12 of which

were at the RAG1 editing site (Figures 4B–4D and S4F). As for

AAVS1 editing, ITR fragments were the most frequent portion

of AAV insertedwith similar preferences for the nucleotide break-

point (Figures 4E–4G).

Since short-read sequencing of the edited locus and genome-

wide IS identification may underestimate the overall frequency of

trapping events, we performed ddPCR analyses to get an inde-

pendent genome-wide quantification of AAV genome trapping

events. Long-term human xenografts from Figure 1 showed

detectable signal when probing for the AAV sequence spanning

from the ITR trs to the homology arm (‘‘ITR+cargo’’) in nearly all

mice, withmedian 0.05 or 0.1 CGdepending on the group. These

are higher frequencies than those estimated from the target site

sequencing and were similar for the ssAAV2/6 and scAAV2/6

groups and null in the empty AAV (Figures 4H and S4K). We

then extended the analysis on long-term AAVS1-edited HSPC

xenografts from previously published experiments (Ferrari

et al., 2020) and found more copies in the presence of GSE56

and/or E4orf6/7 (Figures S4L and S4M). Of note, ITR+cargo

CG were stable over time and across lineages, including

BM-derived CD34+ HSPCs, and upon serial transplantation

(Figures 4I–4K and S4N). Altogether, these results rule out that

the ITR+cargo signal may come from carryover of episomal

AAV genomes. When performing ddPCR with the ITR probe on

the same samples, we found equal or higher signal in most

mice (Figure 4L). Long-term xenografts of mice transplanted

with mPB HSPCs edited at other genomic loci, CD40L and

IL2RG, showed 1.5-fold higher and 1.5-fold lower median ITR

CG, respectively, compared with AAVS1-edited grafts (Fig-

ure 4M), highlighting consistent occurrence but variable extent

of AAV integration at different target sites. Whether integration

of AAV DNA occurs mostly as individual elements in a sizable
(B) Percentage ofAAVS1 alleles in human splenocytes from (A) carrying integrated

event of DNA fragment integration is shown above (n = 9, 9, 10, and 5). Median

(C) Pie chart showing the proportion of fragments aligning to each region of the A

experiments in (A) (n = 28 events in 23 mice).

(D) Percentage of alleles as in (B) from experiments in Figure S3F (n = 23, 11,

comparisons.

(E) Pie chart as in (C) for experiments in Figure S3F (n = 53 events in 65 mice).

(F and G) RFI over time of GFP+ CD4+ T cells (F) and mPB HSPCs (G) transduce

T cells, n = 3 for HSPCs). Cells transduced with the PGK-GFP ssAAV2/6 are sho

(H) Capillary electrophoretic analysis showing transcript amplification at the expe

See also Figure S3.
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fraction of cells treated for editing or as concatemers in only a

small fraction of them cannot be determined by this analysis.

Overall, these analyses identified reproducible and significant

occurrence of integration of AAV DNA at DSB induced by editing

at nuclease on- and off-target sites, mainly involving a specific

region of the AAV ITR, which might trigger or be prone to capture

during DSB repair.

IDLV editing shows low frequency of fragments trapping
at the nuclease target sites in LT-HSPCs
We then performed AAVS1 editing in CB HSPCs using IDLV as

alternative template delivery and cyclosporin-H (CsH) as

transduction enhancer (Petrillo et al., 2018). Despite editing

efficiencies were in the same range of AAV-based editing exper-

iments, only one mouse of 26 analyzed by targeted deep

sequencing showed a single event of IDLV fragment integration,

likely due to aborted HDR (Figures 5A, 5B, and S5A–S5D).

We then screened for genome-wide IDLV integration in 4 long-

term engrafted mice transplanted with CB HSPCs edited at

AAVS1 with the LS RNP described above (Figures 5C, S5E,

and S5F). We identified 53 unique IS, ranging from 6 to 25 unique

IS per mouse, all represented by multiple genomes (Figures 5D

and S5G; Table 1; andData Table S1). Preferential IS correspond

to the LSgRNAprotospacer sequencewithinAAVS1 (Figures 5E,

S5H, andS5I) and theoff-target LAMC3also capturedby theAAV

template in Figure S4H. Other IS mapped to another predicted

off-target site, ZDHH8 (Table 1; Figure S5I) and PGK1 (Fig-

ure S5J). These findings confirm that IDLV can be captured at

nuclease on- and off-target sites, similarly to what we described

above for AAV, with preferential occurrence of the IDLV SIN LTR

at the vector-genome junction (Figure 5F). Such trapping, howev-

er, should mostly involve the whole genome or large fragments

thereof, as our targeted deep sequencing analysis found only

low occurrence of short IDLV derived sequences at the edit-

ing sites.

Optimized IDLV editing shows a more favorable toxicity
and safety profile than AAV and reaches higher editing
efficiencies in LT-HSPCs
We further tailored IDLV editing for the clinically relevant mPB

HSPCs, combining CsH, GSE56, and E4orf6/7. By testing

different doses, timings, and rounds of transduction, we reached

up to 12% editing in the most primitive HSPCs by two hits of

IDLV at the highest dose in presence of all enhancers

(Figures 6A and S6A). When comparing this optimized IDLV

protocol with the optimized AAV-based one, we found that

the latter was 3-times more efficient within committed progeni-

tors, whereas the difference flattened in the most primitive
DNA fragments. The proportion of mice within each group carrying at least one

with quartiles, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons.

AV or human genome within the total number of retrieved DNA fragments from

15, and 16). Median with quartiles, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple

d with the promoter-less ssAAV2/6 shown in Figure S3L (n = 4, 4, 4, and 3 for

wn as reference. Median.

cted molecular weight in three donors (D) from Figure 3F.



Table 1. Most frequent genes targeted by AAV and IDLV

integration

Chr GeneID N IS N mice % PCR

Off-

target

AAVS1

(AAV)

19 PPP1R12C 27 12 20.8 B/E/F

2 LINC00486 4 3 3.1 E/F

9 LAMC3 3 2 2.3 E/F LS

X PGK 3 3 2.3 B

X CD40LG 2 2 1.5 A

7 SLC4A2 2 2 1.5 B

3 ERC2 2 1 1.5 F

9 MOB3B 2 1 1.5 F

15 ISG20 2 1 1.5 E

20 PANK2 2 1 1.5 F

14 LRR1 1 1 0.8 F LS

RAG1

(AAV)

11 RAG1 18 5 56.3 I/H

2 SCG2 2 1 6.3 I

12 PPFIA2 2 1 6.3 I

17 TIMM22 2 1 6.3 H

AAVS1

(IDLV)

9 LAMC3 6 3 11.3 B/L LS

19 PPP1R12C 5 3 9.4 B/L

X PGK1 3 3 5.7 B

1 DISP3 2 2 3.8 B

11 OR4C46 4 1 7.5 L

7 LINC00972 2 1 3.8 L

22 SYN3 2 1 3.8 L

22 ZDHHC8 1 1 1.9 L LS

Chr, chromosome;Gene ID, RefSeqGeneSymbol of the gene targeted by

IS; N IS, number of vector integrations; Nmice, number of mice harboring

vector integrations targeting the indicated gene; %, percentage of IS tar-

geting the indicated gene; PCR, PCR sets from which the IS were identi-

fied;Off-target, genecontaining a sequence recognized asputative gRNA

off-target. 12 of 18 RAG1 IS were within the gRNA target site.

See also Data Table S1.
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compartment (Figures 6A, 6B, and S6B). Notably, IDLV trans-

duction better preserved HSPC clonogenic capacity, yielding

2-fold more colonies than the AAV-based protocol (Figure 6C).

This finding was consistent with a shorter wave of p21 induction

and NBS1 foci after editing (Figures 6D, 6E, and S6C), and the

substantially lower content and faster decay over time of intra-

cellular IDLV DNA, compared with AAV (Figures 6F and S6D;

compared with Figure 2E).

We then screened with panels of probes tiling the vectors

genome, >200 randomly picked colonies outgrown from sorted

GFP+ or GFP� HSPCs edited at AAVS1 with AAV or IDLV proto-

cols. For both templates, nearly all GFP+ colonies scored posi-

tive for the payload and on-target integration (Figure 6G). Among

them, from 45% to 60%, according to the treatment, carried pu-

tatively precise mono- or bi-allelic HDR-mediated integration,

given the absence of any signal for the assays probing for viral

features. The remaining colonies tested positive also for one or

more viral features, suggesting the occurrence of HDR on one

junction and NHEJ/MMEJ on the other of the same edited allele,

or, less likely, the occurrence of full HDR on one allele and vector
trapping on the other, or targeted integration of concatemers

(with GFP probe >2; an outcome predominantly observed for

AAV), or possibly concomitant off-target ITR/vector trapping.

Analysis of colonies from sorted GFP� cells uncovered some

GFP and on-target integration clones, which were more abun-

dant for the two-hit IDLV protocol, likely due to delayed GFP

expression after sorting (Figure 6G). Notably, integration of viral

DNA fragments in the absence of GFP payload and on-target

integration signal was reported exclusively for the AAV-based

editing protocol. Analysis of colonies plated from vector trans-

duced-only HSPCs showed none of them carrying vector inte-

gration (Figure S6E).

To further evaluate trapping of viral vector independently from

HDR, we transduced HSPCs with the same AAVS1 ssAAV2/6 or

IDLV templates and edited them in the unrelatedB2M locus. Col-

onies derived from the low proportion of sorted GFP+ B2M-edi-

ted HSPCs mostly contained full-length vector trapping events

(positive for payload and viral features) and confirmed the ten-

dency of AAV to integrate more frequently as longer conca-

temers (Figure 6H). Evenmore strikingly, we found no integration

event out of 55 colonies for IDLV and 7 of 30 (23%) for AAV

among the GFP� colonies, confirming the higher tendency of

AAV to integrate as DNA fragments, particularly ITR sequences.

We also probed colonies edited at AAVS1 for bearing long-

range deletions at the target locus (Figure S6F). When probing

for a sequence about 800 bp telomeric to the nuclease target

site, 7% to 15% of AAVS1-edited colonies harbored only one

copy of the allele, regardless of the viral vector (Figure 6I). Neither

transduction with AAV nor the use of HDR enhancers aggravated

the burden of large deletions at the target site (Figure S6G). How-

ever, none of the colonies lacked copies of AURKC, a gene 2.1

Mbp telomeric to the target site (Figures S6F and S6H).

We then edited humanmPBHSPCs pooled from 3 donors with

the different enhanced protocols and HDR templates (Figure S6I)

and transplanted them intomice to evaluate repopulation capac-

ity. Although the best-performing IDLV and AAV protocols

showed a similar rate of GFP+ cells with medians of 18% in the

graft early post-transplant (Figures 6J and 6K), there was a pro-

gressive decrease with time in the AAV group, consistent with

previous findings (Ferrari et al., 2020; Schiroli et al., 2017,

2019). On the contrary, IDLV editing showed stable marking

throughout the follow-up with a median of 15% at the end of

the study (Figures 6J, 6K, S6J, and S6K), thus outperforming

AAV at editing LT-HSPCs. This outcome was confirmed

throughout hematopoietic lineages (Figures S6L and S6M),

with no differences in composition across treatments (Fig-

ure S6N). We then measured the copies of IDLV and AAV within

the human graft and found detectable signal for both platforms in

conditions yielding highly edited grafts (Figures 6L and S6O).

However, deep sequencing of the edited locus from mice sple-

nocytes showed a higher number and proportion of alleles

harboring integrated DNA fragments for the AAV-based protocol

than the IDLV ones (Figures S6P and S6Q), which became more

evident when computing the fraction of alleles carrying ITR or

LTR sequences (Figures 6M and 6N). Aborted HDR events

were retrieved for both viral templates. Two alleles in the AAV

group showed integration of fragments derived from reverse

packaged AAV transfer plasmid backbone (Figure 6N). Colonies

generated from CD34+ harvested from the BM of human
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Figure 4. Unbiased genome-wide retrieval of AAV IS reveals frequent integration events at nuclease on- and off-target sites in edited

LT-HSPCs

(A) Schematic representation of the PCR primer sets for retrieval of AAV IS. Inner PCR primers for nested amplification have blue tails.

(B) Number of AAV IS from hematopoietic organs of mice transplanted with HSPCs edited as indicated at AAVS1 (n = 5, 3, 7, and 8) or RAG1 (n = 6). Median.

(C) Genome-wide distribution of AAV integrations retrieved from mice transplanted with HSPCs edited at AAVS1 (shown in black) and RAG1 (shown in red).

(D) Genomic views of AAV IS within the AAVS1 (top) and RAG1 (bottom) target sites. Genomic coordinates and scale are indicated. Black rectangles indicate the

position of AAV IS, horizontal bars indicate homology arms, and the protospacer sequence targeted by each gRNA.

(legend continued on next page)
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hematochimeric mice 14 weeks post-transplant confirmed

engraftment and persistence of some clones carrying integrated

AAV features (Figure 6O).

Overall, these results support the choice of IDLV as repair tem-

plate for HDR editing because of the lower cytotoxic and geno-

toxic potential and the higher rates of editing in LT-HSPCs.

DISCUSSION

Our findings uncover an unexpected genotoxic burden of editing

HSPCs, which is mainly due to the high content of template DNA

required for efficient HDR and its persistence in the treated cells

together with a variable amount of fragments carried over or

generated from the viral platform chosen for delivery. This DNA

can be incorporated during the repair process at the target

as well as off-target and spontaneous DNA DSBs. Moreover, it

triggers a sustained p53-dependent DDR exacerbated by

some intrinsic features of viral DNA, which together with the

nuclease-induced DNA DSBs, impact cell viability and clono-

genic capacity. Altogether, these factors concur to generate a

highly heterogeneous genetic configuration at the genomic sites

vulnerable to the editing machinery in a clonally shrunken he-

matopoietic graft derived from the treated HSPCs. These include

precise insertion of the templated sequence by HDR, integration

of the whole viral DNA, its fragments, or concatemers, at one or

both sides of the break, mediated by NHEJ or MMEJ, as well as

deletions encompassing the targeted locus (Figure S6R). It ap-

pears that all these genetic outcomes occur independently,

including at each side of the same DSB, as we could not find

any correlation with the investigated parameters. Although the

consequences of most unintended genetic outcomes are likely

to be context-specific and often not deleterious, our findings

highlight the limited precision of HDR editing and call for strate-

gies to improve it. Here, we show that the choice of template de-

livery platform as well as its dose and configuration strongly

affect the type and frequency of most investigated adverse ef-

fects. Compared with the commonly used AAV platform, opti-

mized IDLV delivery can significantly mitigate both the genotoxic

risk and adverse cellular impact of editing, although allowing a

higher rate of HDR editing in LT-HSPCs.

From a mechanistical standpoint, the DDR induced by AAV

was ascribed to the amount of DNA translocated into the nucleus

rather than the capsid of the viral particle, similar to what has

been previously described for LV (Piras et al., 2017). The high

burden and persistence of DDR were likely due to the high intra-
(E) Pie charts indicating the frequency of AAV features found at the nuclease on-

(F) Heatmap of the 30 AAV ITR secondary structure with red scale indicating the fre

(top) or RAG1 (bottom).

(G) Percentage of IS represented by the indicated number of genomes in IS data

(H–K) CG measured by the ‘‘ITR+cargo’’ probe system within: human splenocy

quartiles, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s multiple comparisons, circulating hCD45+ c

2020). (I) n = 3, 4, 5, and 4; median, human hematopoietic lineages in transplanted

and 4; median), and human splenocyte of serially transplanted mice from previou

(L) CG measured by the ‘‘ITR+cargo’’ or ‘‘ITR’’ ddPCR probe systems within hum

values are linked by a black line (n = 20, 5, 9, and 3). The dashed red line indicates t

‘‘empty’’ group was comparable with the threshold except for one mouse, possibl

ITR fragments at low abundance (Tai et al., 2018).

(M) ‘‘ITR’’ CG within human splenocyte of mice transplanted with HSPCs edited

See also Figure S4.
cellular viral DNA load in infected cells, the detectable transfer of

plasmid DNA from the producer cells by reverse packaging, and

the carryover and generation of genomic fragments enriched for

the ITR (Dalwadi et al., 2021a; Lecomte et al., 2015; Tai et al.,

2018), which preferentially trigger DDR and become trapped at

DNA DSBs. Indeed, the stronger and more sustained DDR trig-

gered by scAAV than ssAAV agrees with the presence of three

cis ITR motifs in the former and its higher stability when translo-

cated into the nucleus (McCarty et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003).

Although a role of the MRN complex in sensing AAV ITRs was

previously reported in cell lines (Cervelli et al., 2008; Lentz and

Samulski, 2015; Zhou et al., 2017), we document massive

formation in AAV-treated HSPCs of NBS1 nuclear foci that are

prerequisite for p53 induction and might also contribute to the

generation of ITR-comprising viral genomic fragments. These

findings may have broader implications in the context of AAV

gene therapy, in which ITR-driven p53 activation should be

investigated as a potential source of treatment-emergent toxicity

upon the delivery of high vector doses (Food and Drug Adminis-

tration, 2021). Although HSPCs were expected to clear non-inte-

grated vector DNA by their rapid proliferation, activation of p53

strongly limits this escape mechanism by preventing cell cycle

progression. Although we identified AAV ITRs as the main cause

of DDR induction and source of DNA fragments integrated in

HSPCs, we could not dissociate the cellular sensing triggered

by ITR from their crucial role in genome replication and pack-

aging (Hirsch, 2014; Wilmott et al., 2019). These results empha-

size the challenge in engineering stealth AAV vectors as se-

quences essential for function (e.g., RBE) and structural

conformations that are obligate replication intermediates (e.g.,

hairpins and DNA free ends) are also inherently linked to DDR

triggering. Up to date, transient p53 inhibition remains the

most valid option to abrogate this response and improve

HSPC editing outcomes for clinical translation.

A relevant safety concern raising from the frequent occurrence

of AAV ITR trapping in the genome is their previously described

transcription-promoting activity (Earley et al., 2020; Haberman

et al., 2000), which we show to be present also in HSPCs and

for commonly used AAV ITRs lacking a hepatocyte-specific

enhancer/promoter. Possible adverse impacts of ITR-originated

transcription might be aberrant expression of genes flanking

their insertion and/or cross-packaged contaminating genetic

material and cytotoxicity, as reported by a recent NHP study (Ke-

iser et al., 2021). On the contrary, the full deletion of all enhancer

and promoter sequences from the SIN LTR of commonly used
/off-target sites upon AAVS1 (left) and RAG1 (right) editing.

quency of AAV insertions at the indicated nucleotide position for editing AAVS1

sets derived from AAVS1- and RAG1-edited cells. Mean ± SEM.

tes of mice from Figures 1E, 1J, and 2F. (H) n = 9, 9, 10, and 5; median with

ells in transplanted mice from previously published experiments (Ferrari et al.,

mice from previously published experiments (Ferrari et al., 2020). (J) n = 3, 5, 5,

sly published experiments (Ferrari et al., 2020). (K) n = 6, 6, 4, and 4; median.

an splenocytes of mice from Figures 1E, 1J, and 2F, and UT samples. Paired

he background noise threshold determined byUT samples. The ITR signal in the

y in agreement with the finding that fractionated empty AAV particles may carry

at different loci (n = 20, 23, and 41). Median with quartiles.
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LV (Bukovsky et al., 1999; Zufferey et al., 1998) safeguards

against residual transcription originating from these sequences

upon inadvertent IDLV integration.

AlthoughAAVhas longbeenconsidered anon-integratingplat-

form, the recent development of sensitive technologies for unbi-

ased retrieval of genomic insertions fromabackground of excess

episomal DNA (Breton et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2021) has un-

covered a significant rate of vector integration in tissues following

in vivo administration (Hanlon et al., 2019; Nelson et al., 2019),

which may build-up with time as spontaneous DSBs occur in

the cellular genome. Gene editing, however, creates an abun-

dance of genomic baits when AAV DNA is at its peak concentra-

tion, thus providing ample opportunity for capture of both intact

and fragmented DNA at on- and off-target sites of the nuclease,

albeit occurring in competition with HDR at the former ones.

This behavior was reproducibly found at all editing target sites

investigated in the study, ruling out a confounding effect of

AAVS1, which was originally reported as preferential integration

site for wild-type AAV, but not for its derived recombinant

vectors, which lack the Rep protein (Ponnazhagan et al., 1997).

Trapping at nuclease-induced DSBs also occurs with other

DNA delivery platform such as IDLV, and indeed, some of us ex-

ploited it for the assessment of in vivo specificity of editing nucle-

ases (Gabriel et al., 2011), providing a foundation for commonly

used technologies such asGUIDE-Seq. The actual extent of trap-

ping and thepreferential occurrenceof somevector genomic fea-

tures at the insertion site may however vary with each platform.
1438 Cell Stem Cell 29, 1428–1444, October 6, 2022
The higher intracellular content of AAV DNA and the abundance

of its ITR-containing fragments, which are prone to recruit DNA

repair components, may explain the more frequent trapping of

AAV fragments at the nuclease target sites observedhere in com-

parison with IDLV. Integration of the latter may rather occur by

aborted HDR, comprising most of the vector genome.

Unbiased genome scanning by specialized PCR protocols

that ensure the coverage of different vector portions and the

use of the RAAVIoli bioinformatics pipelines described in this

study confirmed occurrence of AAV and IDLV integration events

at predicted editing off-target sites. Further application of this

technology may help to better characterize the specificity of a

designer nuclease complex and uncover unpredicted biases

for off-target insertion originating from specific configuration of

the template, such as shown here for the propensity of vector

harboring sequences derived from the PGK promoter to inte-

grate at the endogenous constitutively transcribed locus. The

observed integration of vector DNA at predicted off-target sites

recall the importance of gRNA selection based on its specificity

to avoid the occurrence of such undesired events.

In rare cases, we found cellular genomic sequences trapped at

the editing site of HSPCs treated with either AAV or IDLV. Intrigu-

ingly, 3 of 5 events mapped to chromosome 19 where the editing

target site is found. Such preference may be suggestive of chro-

mothripsis, which entails chromosomal fragmentation and rear-

rangement triggered by DSB and represents a rare genotoxic

outcome of editing (Leibowitz et al., 2021).
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Because the life cycle and the structural features of AAV and

IDLV, as well as the experimental methods to quantitate them,

are different, a proper comparison at matched infectious doses

remains difficult. We thus compared the maximal effective

dose of each vector, which fell in the same range of editing effi-

ciency, and found a lower cytotoxicity profile of IDLV, which we

ascribe to reduced intracellular DNA load and, possibly, more

efficient genome disposal. These same features might also

explain the better proficiency of IDLV at editing LT-HSPCs,

which are less permissive to transduction and more sensitive

to DDR and its adverse impact. Further advantages of IDLV for

HDR template delivery in HSPC editing are as follows: (1) the

excellent safety and efficacy track record of LV-mediated

HSPC gene therapy trials, which show robust polyclonal repopu-

lation by vector treated HSPCs (Ferrari et al., 2021a), (2) the

larger cargo capacity, which enables more complex design of

the therapeutic cassette (e.g., by including selector markers

and purging unintended genetic addition or deletion at the target

site), and (3) the lower concern for immune rejection of ex-vivo-

edited HSPCs upon presentation of residual viral antigens.

Nevertheless, our clonal analysis and genome-wide quantifica-

tion uncovered a similar extent of unintended integration events

occurring at the target site for IDLV and AAV. These include HDR

occurring at only one side of the DNA DSB, full trapping of the

vector genome and concatemer insertion. Cells bearing these

imprecise repair outcomes may fail to rescue gene function

when editing aims to in-frame restoration of the endogenous

coding sequence, such as ‘‘one-size-fits-all’’ approaches target-

ing a corrective cDNA into an exon (Dever et al., 2016; Genovese

et al., 2014; Hubbard et al., 2016). In most other cases, however,

such insertions would still be compatible with the expected

corrective outcome.

Despite the imprecision of genetic outcome, HDR editing re-

mains the most feasible and often unique approach to long-
Figure 6. Optimized IDLV-based editing protocol results in higher edit

(A) Percentage of GFP+ cells within mPB HSPC subpopulations after AAVS1 e

Transduction was performed once 24 or 12 h before electroporation (1 hit) or tw

multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 150 transducing units (TU)/cell per hit. The optim

2020) was performed in parallel (n = 1, 2, 2, 5, 4, and 5). Median. Opt: with GSE5

(B–D) Percentage of HDR-edited alleles (B) n = 2; median, number of grown colo

parisons, fold change expression over time ofCDKN1A relative to UT (D) n = 15 at 1

analysis; results are shown for the last time point after editing mPB HSPCs as in

(E) Quantification of NBS1+ cells and distribution of the percentage of foci bearing

(F) Intracellular CG of the indicated IDLV features retrieved over time fromHSPCs e

those reported in Figure 2E. See STAR Methods. Median.

(G) Heatmaps representing CGmeasured by the indicated probe systems in single

To account for the residual presence of episomal DNA, a lower threshold was se

(H) Heatmaps as in (G) showing CG in colonies plated 4 days after B2M editing i

and 23).

(I) CG of an AAVS1 sequence telomeric to the left HA (n = 19, 15, 26, 14, 16, 39, 1

long-range deletions or duplications (red dots).

(J and K) Percentage of circulating hCD45+ (J) and GFP+ cells within the human

saturating cell doses of mPB HSPCs edited as indicated (n = 5). Mean ± SEM, L

(L) CG measured by HIV and ITR probes within human BM cells from mice in (K

parisons.

(M) Percentage of AAVS1 alleles within human splenocytes from Figure S6J carry

Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons.

(N) Pie charts as in Figure 3C from experiment in (J).

(O) Heatmap as in (G) for colonies plated from FACS-sorted CD34+ HSPCs harv

and 13).

See also Figure S6.
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range gene correction when disease-causing mutations are

several and scattered over the gene sequence or to target inte-

gration of a transgene cassette to safe harbors. The strategies

demonstrated here to uncover and alleviate the inadvertent con-

sequences of HDR editing and improve its efficiency in LT-HSCs

should facilitate safer and more effective clinical translation.

Limitations of the study
The experimental model of human HSPC repopulation used in

this study is constrained by the xenogeneic host and only repre-

sents a limited surrogate of human hematopoiesis, albeit being

routinely adopted for preclinical studies. AAV integration at

nuclease on- and off-target sites, although reproducible, was

observed for a limited number of investigated sites and may

thus not have captured site-specific influences or represent uni-

versal features. Moreover, neither ITR-driven transcription nor

DDR were evaluated in engrafting hematopoietic cells in this

study. Whether these unintended events raise concern of geno-

toxicity, presently this remains only hypothetical because of the

lack of suitable models to assess the consequence of rare gen-

otoxic events. Our findings should not raise a barrier but rather

inform a more comprehensive risk-benefit assessment for future

clinical translation of HDR gene editing.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

CD133/2-PE, anti-human Miltenyi Biotec RRID:AB_2654900

CD34-VioBlue, anti-human Miltenyi Biotec RRID:AB_2726008

CD34-PE-Vio770, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_2868855

CD90-APC, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_398677

CD45-VioBlue, anti-human BioLegend RRID:AB_2174123

CD45-APC, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_2868745

CD45-APC-Vio770, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_2868859

CD19-PE, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_2868815

CD3-PE-Vio770, anti-human BioLegend RRID:AB_314052

CD13-APC, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_398624

CD33-PE-Vio770, anti-human Miltenyi Biotec RRID:AB_2726125

CD38-PerCP/Cyanine5.5, anti-human BioLegend RRID:AB_2562183

CD4-VioBlue, anti-human BioLegend RRID:AB_2174123

CD8-APC-Vio770, anti-human BD Biosciences RRID:AB_1645736

Rabbit anti-NBS1 Antibody Novus Biologicals RRID:AB_10078050

Anti-Digoxigenin-AP antibody Sigma-Aldrich RRID:AB_514494

DAPI Sigma-Aldrich D9542; CAS: 28718-90-3

Aqua-Poly/Mount solution TebuBio Cat# 18606-20

Live/Dead Fixable Dead Cell Stain Kit Thermo Fisher Cat# L34957

7-aminoactinomycin D Sigma Aldrich SML1633; CAS: 7240-37-1

Biological samples

Mobilized Leukopak AllCells N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

16,16-dymethylprostaglandin E2 Cayman Cat Cat# 14750

StemSpan SFEM VODEN Cat# 09650

Recombinant human stem cell factor Peprotech Cat# 300-07

Recombinant human thrombopoietin Peprotech Cat# 300-18

Recombinant human Flt3 ligand Peprotech Cat# 300-19

Recombinant human IL6 Peprotech Cat# 200-06

StemRegenin 1 (SR1) BioVision Cat# 1967

UM171 STEMCell Technologies Cat# 72912

MethoCult H4434 STEMCell Technologies Cat# 04434

CD34 MicroBead Kit, human Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 130-046-702

Iscove’s DMEM, 1X Corning Cat# 15-016-CVR

Fetal Bovine Serum South America Origin EuroClone Cat# FA30WS1810500

Penicillin-Streptomycin (Pen-Strep)

(Pen 10.000 U/mL; Strep 10.000 mg/mL)

Lonza Cat# 17-602E

L-Glutamine 200mM EuroClone Cat# ECB3000D

Alt-R� Cas9 Electroporation Enhancer Integrated DNA Technologies Cat# 1075916

Cyclosporin H Sigma SML1575; CAS: 83602-39-5

Poly-L-lysine solution Sigma-Aldrich P8920; CAS: 25988-63-0

PFA Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-281692

AAVS1 gRNA (high specificity, HS) Schiroli et al. (2019) N/A

AAVS1 gRNA (low specificity, LS) Schiroli et al. (2019) N/A

CD40L gRNA Vavassori et al. (2021) N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

IL2RG gRNA Schiroli et al (2017) N/A

B2M gRNA Gaudelli et al. (2020) N/A

Critical commercial assays

AmpPure XP Reagent Beckman Coulter Cat #A63881

QIAamp DNA Micro Kit QIAGEN Cat# 56304

RNeasy Plus Micro Kit QIAGEN Cat# 74034

QIAquick PCR Purification Kit QIAGEN Cat# 28104

SuperScript VILO IV cDNA Synthesis Kit Thermo Fisher Cat# 11754050

P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit Lonza Cat# V4XP-3032

T7 Endonuclease I New England Biolabs Cat# M0302L

RNase-Free DNase Set QIAGEN Cat# 79254

QuickExtract Epicentre Cat# FS99060

CliniMACS CD34 Reagent System Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 200-074-012

MEGAscript T7 Transcription Kit Thermo Fisher Cat# AM1333

GoTaq G2 DNA Polymerase Promega Cat# M7401

Deposited data

Targeted deep sequencing data This paper GEO: GSE197386

RAAVIoli sequencing data This paper GEO: GSE197388

Raw data from main figures This paper Mendeley: https://doi.org/10.17632/5kjcyzbkd9.1

Experimental models: Cell lines

HEK293T cells ATCC RRID:CVCL_0063

K-562 cells ATCC RRID:CVCL_0004

HeLa cells ATCC RRID:CVCL_0030

CB-CD34 Lonza Cat# 2C-101

G-CSF or G-CSF + Plerixafor mPB CD34+ HSPCs In house purification N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJArc

Mus musculus

Jackson laboratory

(IACUC 749 and 1206)

Cat# ARC:NSG, RRID:IMSR_ARC:NSG

Oligonucleotides

See Data Table S2 This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

AAVS1 PGK-GFP ssAAV2/6 Schiroli et al. (2019) N/A

AAVS1 PGK-GFP ssAAV5/6 This paper N/A

AAVS1 PGK-GFP dVP1 This paper N/A

AAVS1 PGK-GFP scAAV2/6 This paper N/A

AAVS1 PGK-GFP spAAV2/6 This paper N/A

AAVS1 PGK-GFP dBC-AAV2/6 This paper N/A

AAVS1 PGK-GFP dC-AAV2/6 This paper N/A

CD40L partial cDNA ssAAV2/6 Vavassori et al. (2021) N/A

CD40L partial cDNA.IRES-NGFR ssAAV2/6 Vavassori et al. (2021) N/A

IL2RG PGK-GFP ssAAV2/6 Schiroli et al. (2017) N/A

pCCLsin.cPPT.AAVS1.PGK.GFP.pA.WPRE Schiroli et al. (2017) N/A

pVax.GSE56-Ad5-E4orf6/7.WPRE.pA Ferrari et al. (2020) N/A

pVax.GSE56.WPRE Schiroli et al. (2019) N/A

pVax.Ad5-E4orf6.WPRE.pA Ferrari et al. (2020) N/A

pVax.Ad5-E1B55K.WPRE Ferrari et al (2020) N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

QuantStudio Real-Time PCR software v.1.1 Applied Biosystem https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home.html

BDFACS Diva software BD Biosciences N/A

FCS Express Flow De Novo Software https://www.denovosoftware.com/

GraphPad Prism v.9.3.1 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/

SnapGene v.6.1 Dotmatics https://www.snapgene.com

TapeStation software Agilent https://www.agilent.com/en/product/automated-

electrophoresis/tapestation-systems/tapestation-

software/tapestation-software-379381

QuantaSoft Biorad https://www.bio-rad.com/

R statistical software The R Foundation https://www.r-project.org

LAS X Leica Software Leica Mycrosystems https://www.leica-microsystems.com/it/prodotti/

software-per-microscopi/dettagli/product/leica-

las-x-ls/

CRISPResso2 Clement et al. (2019) http://crispresso.pinellolab.org/submission

RAAVIoli computer code This paper https://github.com/calabrialab/Code_AAV_

integrations
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Luigi Nal-

dini (naldini.luigi@hsr.it).

Materials availability
The reagents described in this manuscript are available under material transfer agreement with IRCCS Ospedale San Raffaele and

Fondazione Telethon; requests for materials should be addressed to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
Targeted deep-sequencing and RAAVIoli data have been deposited at GEO and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

Raw data from main figures have been deposited at Mendeley and are publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are

listed in the key resources table.

All original code has been deposited at GitHub and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key re-

sources table.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
All experiments and procedures involving animals were performed with the approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the

San Raffaele Hospital (IACUC no. 749 and 1206) and authorized by the Italian Ministry of Health and local authorities accordingly to

Italian law. NOD-SCID-IL2Rg�/� (NSG) female mice (The Jackson Laboratory) were held in specific pathogen-free conditions.

Cell lines and primary cell culture
HEK293T and K-562 cells were cultured in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM, Corning) supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Euroclone), 100 IU ml�1 penicillin, 100 mg ml�1 streptomycin and 2% glutamine. For AAV

production, HEK293 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 2% heat-inactivated FBS, 100 IU ml�1 penicillin, 100 mg

ml�1 streptomycin. For IDLV production, HEK293T cells were cultured in IMDM without phenol red supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated FBS, 100 IU ml�1 penicillin and 100 mg ml�1 streptomycin. For the Infectious Center Assay (ICA), Hela cells were cultured

in DMEM 4.5 g/l glucose, supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS and 1% penicillin and streptomycin.

CBCD34+HSPCswere purchased frozen from Lonza according to the TIGET-HPCT protocol approved byOSREthical Committee

and seeded at the concentration of 5x105 cells per ml in serum-free StemSpan SFEM (STEMCELL Technologies) supplemented with

100 IU ml�1 penicillin, 100 mg ml�1 streptomycin, 2% glutamine, 100 ng ml�1 hSCF (PeproTech), 100 ng ml�1 hFlt3-L (PeproTech),
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20 ng ml�1 hTPO (PeproTech) and 20 ng ml�1 hIL-6 (PeproTech), 10 mM 16,16-Dimethyl Prostaglandin E2 (at the beginning of the

culture, Cayman), 1 mM SR1 (Biovision) and 50nM UM171 (STEMCELL Technologies).

G-CSF or G-CSF + Plerixafor mPB CD34+ HSPCs were purified in house with the CliniMACS CD34 Reagent System (Miltenyi

Biotec) from Mobilized Leukopak (AllCells) according to the TIGET-HPCT protocol approved by OSR Ethical Committee and

following the manufacturer’s instructions. HSPCs were seeded at the concentration of 5x105 cells per ml in serum-free StemSpan

SFEM supplemented with 100 IU ml�1 penicillin, 100 mg ml�1 streptomycin, 2% glutamine, 300 ng ml�1 hSCF, 300 ng ml�1

hFlt3-L, 100 ngml�1 hTPO and 10 mM16,16-Dimethyl Prostaglandin E2 (at the beginning of the culture), 1 mMSR1 and 35 nMUM171.

All cells were cultured in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere at 37 �C.

METHOD DETAILS

CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases
Genomic target sequences of gRNAs were previously reported (AAVS1-HS, IL2RG, CD40LG, B2M) (Gaudelli et al., 2020; Schiroli

et al., 2019; Vavassori et al., 2021) or will be reported in detail elsewhere (RAG1). The genomic target sequence of AAVS1-LS

gRNA is the following: 5’-GTCCCCTCCACCCCACAGTG GGG-3’. RNP complexes to be delivered by electroporation were

assembled by incubating at 1:1.5 (AAVS1, IL2RG, B2M, RAG1) or 1:2 (CD40LG) molar ratio Streptococcus pyogenes (Sp)Cas9 pro-

tein (Aldevron) with pre-annealed synthetic Alt-R crRNA:tracrRNA (Integrated DNA Technologies) for 10 min at 25 �C. For some

AAVS1 experiments, synthetic single gRNA from Synthego was used and assembled with Cas9 protein following the same

procedure.

HDR viral donor templates
The design of ssAAV2/6 transfer vector constructs forAAVS1,CD40L and IL2RG editingwere previously reported (Ferrari et al., 2020;

Gaudelli et al., 2020; Schiroli et al., 2019; Vavassori et al., 2021) and are schematized in Figure S1T. For some AAVS1 experiments

the barcoded ssAAV2/6 cassette described in (Ferrari et al., 2020) was used interchangeably with the non-barcoded one. The

design of ssAAV2/6 construct for RAG1 editing will be described elsewhere. All the cargo cassettes are flanked by AAV

serotype-2 derived ITRs, unless otherwise specified. The 5’ AAV ITR sequence bears a 11-bp deletion (5’-AAAGCCCGGGC-3’)

that can be rescued during viral genome replication by exploiting the wild-type 3’ AAV ITR sequence (Samulski et al., 1983). This con-

ventional ssAAV vector contains either positive [+] or negative [-] polarity genome, equally separated in mature virions during vector

production.

The ssAAV5/6 transfer vector construct for AAVS1 editing contained the same payload of the ssAAV2/6. 5’ and 3’ AAV ITRs orig-

inating from the wild-type genome of AAV5 (GenBank ID NC_006152.1, 167 nucleotides on both sides) were cloned in place of ITR-2

(Figure S2A).

The scAAV2/6 transfer vector construct contained the enhancedGFP transgene under the control of the human PGK promoter and

a bovine growth hormone (BGH) polyadenylation signal (Figure S2G). This cassette was flanked by homology arms for AAVS1. The

left homology arm was shortened to fit within the scAAV size limit of encapsidation (about 2.8 kb). The 5’ AAV ITR sequence contains

the trs deletion (5’-CCAACTCCATCACTAGG-3’) to avoid strand cleavage during viral genome replication, thus enabling AAV pack-

aging in the self-complementary isoform (McCarty et al., 2003).

The engineered ssAAV2/6 transfer vector constructs contained the same payload as the AAVS1 ssAAV2/6 but with i) replacement

of the 5’ ITR D sequence by a randomly designed 20 nucleotides lacking a RBE site, thus allowing exclusive encapsidation of the

positive DNA strand. (Zhou et al., 2008) for the spAAV2/6 construct, or ii) deletions of B-B’ and/or C-C’ sequences at both 3’ and

5’ AAV ITRs for the ssAAV2/6-ITRdBC and ssAAV2/6-ITRdC constructs (Figure S2P).

The IDLV transfer vector construct forAAVS1 editing was previously reported (Ferrari et al., 2020) and is schematized in Figures 5C

and S6D.

Vector maps were designed with SnapGene software v.6.0.2 (from GSL Biotech, available at snapgene.com).

AAV production and quality controls
Most recombinant AAV2/6 and the ssAAV5/6 were produced at the Vector Core of the UMR1089 (CPV, INSERM, University of

Nantes). For ssAAV2/6 and spAAV2/6, the pDP6 helper plasmid (Grimm et al., 2003) was used. For ssAAV5/6, a construct (named

Rep5/Cap6-Ad) was generated to encompass: the full wild-type AAV5 rep (GenBank ID NC_006152.1, cloned in place of the

AAV2 rep in the pDP6), the AAV6 cap gene and the adenoviral helper functions (i.e., E2A, VA RNA, and E4 Ad). For ssAAV2/6-

dVP1, a construct (named Rep2/Cap6-dVP1) was generated by mutating the ATG VP1 start codon in TGA to avoid VP1 translation

initiation(François et al., 2018). ITR-deleted AAVs were produced at lower yields.

HEK293 cells were seeded in Cell-Stacks 5 and transfectedwith the two plasmids by calciumphosphate precipitationmethod. Cell

pellets were harvested after 3 d; then, a freeze/thaw action and benzonase treatment were performed to lyse the cells and release

AAV particles, whichwere precipitated by polyethylene glycol and purified by double CsCl density gradient ultracentrifugation, unless

otherwise specified. Instead, for experiments in Figures S1K–S1O, AAV purification was performed by affinity chromatography (AVB).

AAV were formulated in 1X DPBS (Thermo Scientific, Illkirch, France), sterile filtered (0.22 mm), aliquoted and frozen at -80�C. Vector
genome titers (vg ml-1) were determined using a qPCR assay specific for ITR (Aurnhammer et al., 2012; D’Costa et al., 2016) or the

payload.
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Empty and full ssAAV2/6 particles fractionated by CsCl gradient, and ssAAV2/6 purified by AVB affinity chromatography, were

analyzed by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) (Figure S1I; Table S1).

For SDS-PAGE analysis of AAV preparations, vectors were denatured for 5 min at 95�C in Laemmli buffer and loaded on 10% Tris-

Glycine polyacrylamide gels (Life Technologies). Following electrophoresis, gels were transferred on nitrocellulose membranes for

western blot analysis. Membranes were probed with monoclonal antibody B1 (Kleinschmidt), which recognizes VP1, VP2 and

VP3 capsid proteins. Goat anti-mouse-HRP secondary antibody was used (Dako, P0447).

Dot blot to assess the polarity aspect of both ssAAV2/6 and spAAV2/6were performed. Briefly, DNAwas extracted by phenol-chlo-

roformmethod from 3ml of purified AAV and dosed. 1 mg and 0.1 mg of DNAwere loaded on a Zeta-probemembrane (Bio-Rad) using a

Bio-Dot apparatus (Bio-Rad). After UV cross-linking, membranes were blocked and hybridized using DIG Easy Hyb, DIG Wash and

Block buffer (Roche). Probes targeting the GFP sequence were used at a final concentration of 100 ng/ml to detect the AAV negative

(5’-/5DigN/AGGTGAACTTCAAGATCCGCCACAACATCG/3Dig_N/-3’) or positive strand (5’-/5DigN/CGATGTTGTGGCGGATCTT

GAAGTTCACCT/3Dig_N/-3). Membranes were washed according tomanufacturer’s protocol. Anti- Digoxigenin (DIG)-AP antibodies

were used at a 1:5,000 dilution (Figure S2Q).

Infectious Center Assays (ICA) were performed for AAV2/6 preparations, as previously described (Zolotukhin et al., 1999). Briefly,

HeLa RC32 cells were seeded in 48-well plates at 6x104 cells/well and transduced the day after in duplicate by adding 10-fold

dilutions of the AAV preparations, in presence of wild-type Ad5 at MOI of 500 transducing units (TU)/cell. Cells were harvested

24-26 h post-infection and filtered through Zeta-Probe nylon membranes (Bio-Rad) using a vacuum device. Membranes were

hybridized overnight with vector-specific probes generated with the PCR Fluorescein Labeling Mix (Sigma-Aldrich), and detection

was performed using the CDP-Star labeling kit (Sigma-Aldrich). Titers were determined by counting dots (i.e., AAV-infected cells)

on membrane autoradiography.

IDLV production and quality controls
IDLVs weremanufactured by transient quadri-transfection of HEK293T cells, followed by DNase treatment, anion exchange chroma-

tography, concentration, gel filtration and final sterilizing filtration; the purification workflow was previously optimized in order to re-

move >99% of DNA and protein impurities while preserving vector biological activity (Soldi et al., 2020). HEK293T cells were seeded

in 6 ten-tray cell factories (Corning) and transiently transfected in the presence of calcium phosphate with the following plasmids: the

transfer vector construct described above and in(Ferrari et al., 2020), the envelope plasmid encoding for VSV.G, the third-generation

packaging plasmids pRSV.REV and pGag-Pol pMDLg/pRRE.D64VInt encoding for a catalytically inactive integrase (Lombardo et al.,

2007). In addition, the pAdvantage plasmid was used (Nature Technologies). After 14 h, the transfection mixture was removed and

replaced by fresh medium supplemented with 1 mM Sodium Butyrate (Sigma). After 30 h, 6 l of culture supernatant were harvested,

clarified through 0.8-0.45 mm filtration (Sartorius) and treated with benzonase (Merck) at 16 U ml-1 final concentration for 4 h at 4 �C.
Anion exchange chromatography was performed using the AKTA Avant 150 system (Cytiva): IDLV particles were loaded on a column

containing Toyopearl DEAE-650C resin (Tosoh) and eluted by DPBS/NaCl linear gradient. The eluted vector was diluted in DPBS,

further treated with benzonase at 50 UmL-1 for 2 h at 4 �C and concentrated through aMWCO100 kDa VivaFlow cassette (Sartorius).

Gel filtration was performed using the AKTA Avant 150 system and a column filled with Sepharose 6FF resin (Cytiva); the IDLV was

eluted in DPBS, sterilized by filtration using 0.2 mm polyethersulphone filter (Sartorius), concentrated by MWCO 100 kDa Vivaspin

(Sartorius) obtaining approximately a final volume of 2.3 ml, aliquoted and stored at -80�C.
The infectious titer was determined as previously described (Soldi et al., 2020) withminormodifications. HEK293T cells were trans-

duced with serial dilutions of the purified IDLV in the presence of polybrene; after 3 d, the cells were collected, the DNA extracted and

the CG determined by ddPCR, using primers described previously (Mátrai et al., 2011) and human TELO as normalizer. The infectious

titer was expressed as TUml-1 and calculated as: CG x number of cells x (1/dilution factor). As positive control a CEM cell line stably

carrying four vector integrants was used. The physical titer was measured by HIV-1 Gag 24 antigen immunocapture assay (Perkin

Elmer) followingmanufacturer’s instructions. IDLV specific infectivity was calculated as ratio between the infectious titer and physical

titer. The total particles concentration and aggregation were measured by multi-angle dynamic light scattering (MADLS) technology

using Zetasizer Ultra (Malvern Panalytical) following manufacturer’s instructions. The endotoxin level was determined by LAL kinetic

chromogenic method, using the Endosafe� PTS� system and a single use cartridge with sensitivity of 0.005-0.5 EU ml-1

(Charles River).

The results of analytical tests conducted on the IDLV preparation used throughout the present study were the following: infectious

titer = 3.1x109 TUml-1; physical titer = 47.0 p24 mgml-1; infectivity = 6.7x104 TU/p24 ng; total particles concentration = 4.75x1011 pp

ml-1; aggregates = 1.3 %; endotoxin = 11.7 EU/108 TU.

mRNA in vitro transcription
All constructs for mRNA in vitro transcription and the methods for their preparation, quantification and quality assessment were

previously described (Ferrari et al., 2020; Schiroli et al., 2019).

Gene editing of human HSPCs and analyses
Gene editing protocols for human HSPCs have been previously described in detail (Ferrari et al., 2021b) and is shown in Figures 1A

and S6I. Briefly, for AAV-based gene editing, after 3 d of stimulation 1x105–5x105 cells were washed with ten volumes of DPBS and

electroporated using P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit and Nucleofector 4D device (program EO-100) (Lonza). Cells were
Cell Stem Cell 29, 1428–1444.e1–e9, October 6, 2022 e5
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electroporated according to themanufacturer’s instructions with RNPs at a final concentration of 1.25–2.5 mM together with 0.1 nmol

of Alt-R Cas9 Electroporation Enhancer (Integrated DNA Technologies) only for two-parts gRNAs. AAV transduction was performed

15 min after electroporation at a dose of 2x104 vg/cell, unless otherwise specified.

For one-hit IDLV-based gene editing, after 2 or 2.5 d of stimulation 1x105–5x105 cells were treated with 8 mM cyclosporin H (CsH,

Sigma) and then transduced with purified IDLV at MOI of 150, unless otherwise specified. After 24 or 12 h, cells were washed with

DPBS and electroporated as described above. For two-hits IDLV-based gene editing, another round of transduction in presence of

8 mM CsH was performed immediately after electroporation with purified IDLV at MOI of 150, unless otherwise specified.

When indicated, in vitro transcribed mRNAs were added to the electroporation mixture at the following final concentrations:

150 mg/ml GSE56; 250 mg/ml GSE56/E4orf6/7; 100 mg/ml E4orf6; 150 mg/ml E1B55K. Four days after the editing procedure, cells

were collected to analyze by flow cytometry the percentage of cells expressing the GFP marker within HSPC subpopulations and

to extract genomic (g)DNA for molecular analyses, unless otherwise indicated.

Flow cytometry
Immunophenotypic analyses were performed on the fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) Canto II (BD Pharmingen). From

0.5x105 to 2x105 cells (either from culture or mouse samples) were analyzed by flow cytometry. Cells were stained for 15 min at

4�C with antibodies listed in the key resources table in a final volume of 100 ml and then washed with DPBS + 2% heat-inactivated

FBS. Single stained and fluorescence-minus-one-stained cells were used as controls. The Live/Dead Fixable Dead Cell Stain Kit

(Thermo Fisher) or 7-aminoactinomycin D (Sigma Aldrich or Biolegend) were included during sample preparation according to the

manufacturer’s instructions to identify dead cells. Gating strategies for flow cytometry analyses are provided in Figure S7.

Cell sorting was performed on a BD FACSAria Fusion (BD Biosciences) using BDFACS Diva software and equipped with four la-

sers: blue (488 nm), yellow/green (561 nm), red (640 nm) and violet (405 nm). Cells were sorted with an 85 mm nozzle. Sheath fluid

pressure was set at 45 psi. A highly pure sorting modality (four-way purity sorting) was chosen. Sorted cells were collected in 1.5 ml

Eppendorf tubes containing 500 ml of DPBS or HSPC medium. Data were analyzed with FCS Express 6 Flow or 7 Flow.

Quantification of NHEJ and HDR editing efficiency
gDNA was isolated with QIAamp DNAMicro Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Unless otherwise specified,

nuclease activity was measured using a mismatch-sensitive endonuclease T7 assay (New England Biolabs) on PCR-based amplifi-

cation products of the targeted locus, as previously described (Ferrari et al., 2021b; Schiroli et al., 2017). Digested DNA fragments

were resolved and quantified by capillary electrophoresis on 4200 TapeStation System (Agilent) according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions. In the other cases, NHEJ efficiency was quantified as the percentage of alleles containing indels from deep-sequencing

data (see below).

For HDR ddPCR analysis, 5–50 ng of gDNAwere analyzed using the QX200 Droplet Digital PCR System (Bio-Rad) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. HDR ddPCR primers and probes were designed on the junction between the vector sequence and the

targeted locus, as shown in Figures 2D and S6D and previously described (Ferrari et al., 2020, 2021b; Vavassori et al., 2021). Human

TTC5 (Bio-Rad) was used as normalizer.

Primers and probes for NHEJ and HDR editing quantification are listed in Data Table S3.

Gene expression analyses
Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer’s instructions and DNAse treatment

was performed using RNase-free DNAse Set (QIAGEN). Complementary DNA was synthesized with SuperScript VILO IV cDNA Syn-

thesis Kit (Thermo Fisher) with EzDNAse treatment. cDNA was then used for quantitative PCR (qPCR) in a Viia7 Real-time PCR ther-

mal cycler using TaqMan Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems) mapping to genes listed in Data Table S3. Data were

analyzed with QuantStudio Real-Time PCR software v.1.1 (Applied Biosystem). The Ct value considered for each sample was calcu-

lated as mean of the two/three technical replicates performed. Relative expression of each target gene (Ct) was first normalized to

HPRT1 and then represented as fold changes of the DDCt relative to the untreated sample.

Clonogenic assay
Colony-forming-unit cell assay was performed 1 d after editing, unless otherwise specified, by plating in three technical replicate 600

HSPCs/each in methylcellulose-based medium (MethoCult H4434, STEMCELL Technologies) supplemented with 100 IU ml�1 peni-

cillin and 100 mg ml�1 streptomycin. For the experiment in Figure 6O, CD34+GFP+ cells were FACS-sorted from BM cells of xeno-

transplanted mice, and 1200 cells were plated as described above. Two weeks after plating, colonies were counted and classified

according tomorphological criteria as erythroid ormyeloid. Themean of the three technical replicates was calculated and considered

as an individual biological replicate. For experiments in Figures 6G–6I, 6O, S6E, S6G, and S6H, single colonies were manually picked

and analyzed for CG quantification as described below.

Immunofluorescence analysis
Multitest slides (MP Biomedicals, 096041505) were coated with Poly-L-lysine solution (Sigma-Aldrich, P8920-500ML). After three

washes with PBS solution, 0.3-0.5x105 cells were seeded on covers for 20 min and fixed with 4% PFA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,

sc-281692) for 20 min. Cells were then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100. After blocking with 0.5% BSA and 0.2% fish gelatin in
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DPBS, cells were stained with the indicated primary antibodies (53BP1 Antibody, Bethyl Laboratories; Anti-phospho Histone H2A.X

(Ser139) Antibody, clone JBW301, Merck; NBS1 Antibody, Novus Biologicals). Cells were than washed with DPBS and incubated

with Alexa Fluor 568- and 647-labeled secondary antibodies (Invitrogen/Thermo Scientific). Nuclear DNA was stained with DAPI

at 0.2 mg ml-1 concentration (Sigma-Aldrich, D9542) and covers were mounted with Aqua-Poly/Mount solution (TebuBio, 18606-

20) on glass slides (Bio-Optica). Fluorescent images were acquired using Leica SP5 Confocal microscopes. Quantification of

DDR foci in immunofluorescence images was conducted using Cell Profiler.

CD34+ HSPC xenotransplantation experiments in NSG mice
For transplantation of CB and mPB CD34+ HSPCs, the outgrowths of 1.5x105 and 1x106 culture-initiating HSPCs, respectively, were

injected intravenously 24 h after editing into sub-lethally irradiated NSGmice (150–180 cGy). The lower, limiting doses were used for

CB-derived cells when aiming to better report difference in HSPC engraftment potential between protocols. Sample size for each

experiment was determined by the total number of available treated cells. Mice were randomly distributed to each experimental

group. Human CD45+ cell engraftment and the presence of GFP+ edited cells were monitored by serial collection of blood from

the mouse tail or the retro-orbital plexus. At the end of the experiment (>18 weeks after transplantation for CB HSPCs and

R14 weeks for mPB HSPCs after transplantation), mice were euthanized and blood, BM and spleen were collected for end-point

analyses.

Quantification of viral vectors copies per human genome
gDNA was isolated with QIAamp DNA Micro Kit from DNAse-treated in vitro culture cells pellet and in vivo samples, or with

QuickExtract (Epicentre) from single colonies according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For ddPCR analyses, 5–50 ng of

gDNA for in vitro/vivo samples andR2 ml of gDNA for each assay for single colonies were analyzed using the QX200 Droplet Digital

PCR System according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers and probes were designed as shown in Figures 2D and S6D and

are listed in Data Table S3. Human TTC5 (Bio-Rad) was used for normalization, except for experiments in Figures 2E and 6F in which

GAPDH (Bio-Rad) was used. To increase robustness and reduce variability, single colonies not reaching 300 normalizer-positive

droplets were excluded from the analyses. For intracellular CG quantification in Figures 2E and 6F, cells edited in presence of

heat-inactivated AAV or IDLV, respectively, were used as controls for each condition and their CG values subtracted to the paired

treatment samples to account for the low but detectable signal coming from extracellular cell-associated viral DNA. For the same

reason, cell pellets were pre-treated with DNase (QIAGEN) before extraction.

Retrieval of AAV and IDLV integration sites: library preparation and bioinformatic analyses by RAAVIoli pipeline
To assess AAV or IDLV integration, we adopted a Sonication-based Linker-Mediated PCR method (SLiM), as previously described

(Cesana et al., 2021; Gentner et al., 2021). Briefly, genomic DNA was sheared using a Covaris E220 Ultrasonicator (Covaris Inc.),

generating fragments with a target size of 1,000 bp. The fragmented DNA was subjected to end repair, 3’ adenylation and ligation

(NEBNext� Ultra� DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina�, New England Biolabs) to custom linker cassettes (LC) (Integrated DNA Tech-

nologies). LC sequences contain an 8-nucleotide barcode for sample identification. Ligation products were subjected to 35 cycles of

exponential PCR with primers (available upon request) complementary to different regions of the AAV or IDLV genomes (Figures 4A

and 5C) and to the LC. For each set of AAV or IDLV specific primers, the procedure was performed in technical replicates (n = 2-3)

using 80-100 ng of sheared DNA each. Next, ten additional PCR cycles were done to include sequences required for sequencing and

a second 8-nucleotide DNA barcode. PCR products were quantified by qPCR using the Kapa Biosystems Library Quantification Kit

for Illumina, following the manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR was performed in triplicate on each PCR product diluted 10:3, and the

concentrations were calculated by plotting the averageCt values against the provided standard curve. Finally, the amplification prod-

ucts were sequenced by Illumina Next/Novaseq platforms (Illumina).

After sequencing, a dedicated bioinformatics pipeline was developed to analyze the amplified sequences for IS identification.

Briefly, the approach of the pipeline is to identify all the different sub-sequences belonging to the vector or the target reference

genome (such as human hg19) from each input raw read (cleaned by barcodes and amplicon sequences) and to precisely recog-

nize the vector-target genome junction and the integration locus. Once the pipeline aligned each paired-end read with Burrows-

Wheeler aligner - Maximal Exact Match (BWA-MEM), all the resulting alignments are parsed to identify the vector junction and the

integration point even in the presence of insertions or deletions between them. To parse the alignments, we used the information

embedded within the CIGAR (Concise Idiosyncratic Gapped Alignment Report) string (the compressed report of the alignment

result). This step returns the list of all identified chimeric reads. Specific details of the pipelines will be reported in a follow-up

methodological paper. Here are reported the main steps of the pipeline: i) quality checks of input sequences were run using

FastQC (https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) while adapters and PhiX reads were removed with Flexbar

(Dodt et al., 2012), and the initial 12 random nucleotides with Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014); ii) sequences were then aligned to

the AAV genome to identify the AAV or IDLV portions using BWA-MEM (Li and Durbin, 2009); iii) among AAV and IDLV containing

sequences, we selected only those starting with the sequence of the last nucleotides adopted for PCR amplification plus 10 vec-

tor-specific nucleotides; iv) we then aligned the selected reads on a hybrid genome composed of both AAV and human genome

(release hg19/GRCh37 downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser website). The alignments were then processed with a custom

Python software to identify integration loci and vector rearrangements using the CIGAR string (Figure S4A). Three different types of

sequencing reads containing the IS are identified by the pipeline: i) reads characterized by a precise homology breakpoint (± 2
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nucleotides) between the integrated vector and the host chromosomal sequences; ii) reads with a microhomology (MHoR)

sequence between the vector and the host chromosomal sequences; and iii) reads containing an insertion of nucleotides between

the vector and the host chromosomal sequences. These criteria agree with previous works showing that short stretches of nucle-

otides that unambiguously mapped to the provirus and the host genome or had a random origin can be present at AAV vector-host

genome junctions (examples are shown in Figure S4G) (Miller et al., 2004; Nakai et al., 2003, 2005). Unique IS were identified

considering the AAV/human genome breakpoint and the number and type of AAV rearrangements, such that two reads of the

same PCR were assigned to the same IS if both alignments on human genome and the AAV junctions are aligned within a window

of 10 bases. Moreover, potential indels in between AAV junction and genomic locus were included in the identification window to

distinguish one or two IS. To remove potential PCR artefacts, all analyses were performed considering integration events identified

by at least 3 independent fragments of DNA. We applied this approach to source-aligned reads and the resulting table with all

independent IS from AAV and IDLV reads are available in GEO (GSE197388). The abundance of each IS was performed by count-

ing for the same IS the number of different DNA fragments containing a genomic segment variable in size depending on the shear

site position and that will be unique for each different cell genome contained in the starting cell population. Therefore, the number

of different shear sites assigned to an IS will be proportional to the initial number of contributing cells in the population, thus the

clonal abundance of each IS in the starting sample does not consider the biases introduced by PCR amplification (Cesana

et al., 2021).

Deep sequencing of the target locus and bioinformatic analyses
PCR amplicons for individual samples were generated by nested PCR using primers listed in Data Table S3 and starting from >50-

100 ng of purified gDNA. The first PCR step was performed with GoTaq G2 DNA Polymerase (Promega) according to manufac-

turer instruction using the following amplification protocol: 95�C x 5’min, (95�C x 0.5 min, 60�C x 0.5 min, 72�C x 0.2 5min) x 20

cycles, 72�C x 5 min. The second PCR step was performed with GoTaq G2 DNA Polymerase (Promega) according to manufac-

turer instruction using 5ml of the first-step PCR product and the following amplification protocol: 95�C x 5min, (95�C x 0.5 min,

60�C x 0.5 min, 72�C x 0.3 min) x 20 cycles, 72�C x 5 min. Second-step PCR primers were endowed with tails containing P5/

P7 sequences, i5/i7 Illumina tags to allow multiplexed sequencing and R1/R2 primer binding sites (Data Table S3). PCR amplicons

were separately purified performing double-side selection with AmpPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) or QIAquick PCR Purifica-

tion Kit (QIAGEN). Concentration and quality of amplicons were assessed by QuantiFluor ONE dsDNA system and 4200 Tapes-

tation System (Agilent). Amplicons from up to 36 differently tagged samples were multiplexed at equimolar ratios and run by the

Center for Omic Sciences (COSR) at San Raffaele or by Genewiz (Azenta Life Sciences) on MiSeq 2x300bp paired end sequencing

(Illumina).

Sequencing datawere analyzedwithCRISPResso2 (Clement et al., 2019), which enables detection and quantification of insertions,

mutations, and deletions in reads fromgene editing experiments. In details, for each sample, input NGS readswere trimmed using the

Trimmomatic software (http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic) based on the phred33 score to get rid of low-quality po-

sitions (score < 30) and to remove Illumina adapters, keeping only trimmed sequences longer than 100 bp (CRISPResso2 options:

–trim_sequences –trimmomatic_command trimmomatic –trimmomatic_options_string ’ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE-2.fa:2:30:10

MINLEN:100’). Then, each couple of paired-end reads was merged using the FLASh software to produce a single contig, which

was mapped to the input amplicon reference (AAV or IDLV, depending on the experiment). The gRNA sequence was provided to

focus the analysis on the target region, and the quantification window was set to 1 bp per side around the cut site. Identified alleles

were quantified by measuring the number of reads and their relative abundance based on total read counts. Finally, we post-pro-

cessed the CRISPResso2 allele outputs by correcting all the mismatch positions outside the quantification window, which are likely

to be the result of amplification/sequencing errors, and we re-quantified the total read counts and the corresponding relative abun-

dances. Alleles showing a relative abundance lower than the false positive threshold (set at 0.2% based on UT samples) were

filtered out.

For quantification and characterization of trapped fragments into CRISPResso2 alleles, we extracted insertions longer than 20 bp

and with relative abundance >0.2% and we locally aligned these fragments against the viral vector genome (AAV or IDLV, depending

on the experiment) with the Bowtie2 software (options: –local -L 10). Coverage of vector genome was assessed with the genome-

CoverageBed utility from the bedtools suite, and the corresponding normalized abundance (LogCPM) was computed. Since deep

sequencing of the edited locus drops out the alleles carrying targeted integration of the cassette, we calculate the percentage of al-

leles with trapping events in the total human graft of eachmouse using the following formula:%alleles with trapping eventsmeasured

by targeted deep sequencing x 100 / (100 - % HDR (measured by ddPCR)).

GUIDE-Seq
For GUIDE-Seq analysis 3x105 K562 cells were electroporated with 25 pmol CRISPR-Cas9 delivered as RNP and 200 pmol dsODN

(Tsai et al., 2015) using SF Cell Line 4D-Nucleofector X Kit and Nucleofector 4D device (program FF-120), according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Successful dsODN integration at the on-target sites was confirmed by restriction fragment length

polymorphism assay using NdeI enzyme (NEB). Library preparation was performed as in (Tsai et al., 2015). GUIDE-Seq computa-

tional analysis was performed as previously described (Schiroli et al., 2019).
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The number of biologically independent samples, animals or experiments is indicated by ‘‘n’’. For some experiments, different HSPC

donors were pooled to account for donor-related variability and reach the number of cells needed for the analyses. Data were sum-

marized as median with 95% CI or mean ± s.e.m. depending on data distribution. Inferential techniques were applied in presence of

adequate sample sizes (n R 5), otherwise only descriptive statistics are reported. Two-tail tests were performed throughout the

study. TheMann-Whitney test was performed to compare two independent groups, while in presence of more than two independent

groups the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by post hoc analysis using Dunn’s test was used. In presence of dependent observations, the

Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons or linear mixed-effects models (LME) (Bates et al., 2015; Pinheiro and Bates, 2011)

were performed. The last procedures were applied to properly account for the dependence structure among observations, by

including additional (nested) random-effect terms, thus considering in the model unobservable sources of heterogeneity among

experimental units. When analyzing time courses, treatment group indicator and time variables, along with their interaction, were

included as covariates in the model to identify potential differences in growth dynamics of treatment groups. A random intercept

model was estimated and, when necessary, nested random effects were considered (for example, to account for repeated measures

of cells per mouse within experiments). Quadratic polynomial models were also specified to better capture nonlinear trends. Stan-

dard transformations (logarithm, square/cubic root, ordered quantile normalization) were applied to outcome variables before

entering in the LME model in order to satisfy model regression assumptions.

Post-hoc analysis after LME was performed, considering all the pairwise comparisons of treatment groups at a fixed timepoint. P

values were adjusted using Bonferroni’s correction. In all the analyses, the significance threshold was set at 0.05, while ‘‘NS’’ means

not significant. Analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v.9.3.1 (GraphPad) and R statistical software. Detailed results of

statistical analyses are shown in Data Table S4.
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